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ABSTRACT

The powder-in-tube process has been used to fabricate long lengths

of flexible, high J c , silver clad Bi-2223 HTS conductors. By improving

thermo-mechanical processing and precursor powder preparation we have

succeeded in achieving Jc's exceeding 4 x # A/cm^ at liquid nitrogen

(77K) and > 1()5 Afcnfi at liquid helium (4.2K) and liquid neon (27K)

temperatures for short tape samples. Detailed measurements with high

applied magnetic fields are reported. Several long tapes up to 10 meters

in length have also been fabricated and co-wound into small

superconducting pancake coils using the "wind-and-react" approach.

Transport measurements at 77K and 4.2K for these coils are also reported.

"Invited Paper to be presented at the TMS Annual Meeting in Denver, CO,

February 22-25, 1993.



INTRODUCTION

The most promising approach to fabricate practical wires or tapes

from the ceramic HTS materials is the "powder-in-tube" (PIT) approach.

To date, this approach has made substantial advances in improving the

critical current densities in long lengths of usable conductor for electric

power and high field magnet applications. The main advantages of

fabricating Bi-2223 by the PIT approach is that this compound can readily

be textured by a sequence of thermo-mechanical processes and can also be

made non-weak link limited. The silver sheath provides good thermal,

mechanical and electric stability and the P-I-T approach is amenable to

producing HTS on an industrial scale, similar to the manufacture of NbTi

and Nb3Sn superconductors.

Several groups^1"6] have successfully demonstrated high current

densities in short-tape samples of silver clad Bi-2223 composites with

values exceeding 4 x 104 A/cm2 at 77K. Moreover, at lower temperatures

(<27K) the Bi-2223 superconductor tapes show significantly higher

transport current densities than NbTi and Nb3Sn superconductors (at 4.2K)

in magnetic fields up to 30T. We had recently reported!5] Jc's exceeding 4

x 104 A/cm2 in short pressed Bi-2223 tapes and ~3 x 104 A/cm2 in short

rolled tapes at 77K, 0T by improving processing conditions to achieve

better uniformity, texture, density and phase development.

In this paper, more recent transport measurements are reported.

The processing of the silver clad conductor with some aspects of

fabricating the long lengths are discussed. Conductors in greater than 10

meter lengths have been processed and co-wound into small prototype

pancake coils. Results of electromagnetic property measurements on these

coils are also presented.
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PROCESSING

For the P-I-T process, pre-reacted powders were initially prepared from

high purity oxides or carbonates of Bi, Pb, Sr, Ca and Cu. Appropriate

amounts of these compounds were carefully weighed, mixed, heat treated

and reground. For some of the best results cation ratios of 1.8; 0.4, 2.0, 2.2,

3.0 were used. The powders were partially reacted to contain a mix of Bi-

2212, calcium cuprates, copper oxides and other secondary phases. These

powders were then packed into high purity silver tubes with an o.d. of

0.635 cm by mechanical agitation. The packed billets were lightly swaged

at one end and drawn through a series of dies prior to providing another

series of carefully implemented shaping operations. The rectangular

composites were then rolled to a final size of 0.1 to 0.2 mm overall

thickness by using several reduction passes. Two to three intermediate

heat treatments were also provided to the tapes during the cold-work

routine at temperatures ranging from 830 to 870°C for durations of 24-

150 hrs. in air. A subsequent series of uniaxial pressing (with pressures

>30Kbars) and annealing schedules produced significant enhancements in

current densities for the short tape composites. By using a two step

mechanical deformation and heat treatment cycle we have processed

composite tapes greater than 10 meters in length with thicknesses of 0.1

mm and widths of 6.0 mm from starting billets of 25 cm length.

The longer lengths of composite conductors were processed into

small pancake coils. The tapes were insulated on one-side with an air

dried ceramic spray and co-wound in parallel with more than one length of

conductor onto 2.5 cm o.d. ceramic formers. These coils were then given a

final heat treatment in air at 830 to 870°C. In addition to being a final
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reaction heat treatment for the core this also enabled the parallel

conductors to fuse together and form a larger, monolith, multi-layer type

conductor. An example of such a wound and react pancake coil is shown in

Figure 1 that was wound from two lengths of ten meter conductors onto a

2.5 cm mandrel resulting in a 6.35 cm o.d.

TRANSPORT PROPERTIES

We had earlier reported!5] transport measurements for short tape

samples as a function of temperature (from 90K to 4.2K) and high applied

magnetic fields. More recent data on short samples and cores are reported

here. The transport measurements were performed by standard four

probe dc measurements using a l.OiiV/cm criterion. Critical current

densities were determined over the cross-section of the superconductor

core only. The ratio of silver to superconductor in these tapes typically

ranged from 4:1 to 3:1. For the samples reported here 77K, zero field

current densities ranged from 40 to 50A corresponding to Jc's > 4 x 104

A/cm-1*.

In order to determine the uniformity and consistency in achieving

critical current densities along the length of a long conductor, several short

samples were sectioned from an as-rolled length at final thickness. These

were given a range of heat treatment times at a specific heat treatment

temperature. Similar studies were performed on uniaxially pressed

samples. These results are plotted and compared in Figure 2. As can be

noted in the figure, the uniaxially pressed samples usually performed

much better than the as-rolled and heat treated samples. This is

attributed to additional densification that is provided by uniform

deformation during uniaxial pressing. However, a large spread in critical

current density is still observed in pressed and rolled samples which is
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due in large part to the non-uniformities in the core of the

superconducting composite.

Shown in Figure 3 are critical current density measurements taken at

liquid helium (4.2K) and liquid neon (27K) temperatures in applied

magnetic fields up to 20T. These tests were performed at the Francis

Bitter National Magnet Laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. The critical current density data were taken for short pressed

tape samples with the field applied parallel (Hllab) to the flat direction of

the tape and also in the perpendicular (Hllc) direction . At liquid helium a

field independent behavior is observed for both directions in applied fields

up to 20T which is consistent with previously reported results!1].

However, at 27K we report for the first time that applied. fields in the

perpendicular direction (Hllc) tend to normalize the superconductor for

H>15 Tesla. In the parallel direction though, the tapes still carry sufficient

current. This suggests the limited use of the HTS Bi-2223 superconductors

for temperatures above 27K in high applied fields.

Results on measurements for the longer length conductors that were

fabricated into pancake coils are summarized in Table 1. The small coils

had critical current densities in the core approaching 1 x 10* A/cm^ at

77K, zero field. More recent data from a coil co-wound with two 10 meter

lengths of conductor exhibited >747 Amp-turns at 77K, self field and

generated a field greater than 200 Gauss. This coil continued to exhibit

these properties even after being cooled and warmed several times

between ambient, 77K and 4.2K indicating good stability to thermal

cycling.



CONCLUSIONS

By improving processing of the powder-in-tube technique we have

been able to enhance the critical current densities of short tape samples.

Long lengths (>10 m) have also been processed and fabricated into small

pancake coils with properties approaching practical levels.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Example of a pancake coil co-wound with 2 s 10m lengths of Bi-2223
conductor.

2. Critical current density at 77K, 0T versus total heat treatment time
comparing samples that were rolled and heat treated to ones that
were uniaxially pressed and heat treated.

3. Critical current density versus applied magnetic field (up to 20T) for
short tape samples at liquid helium (4.2K) and liquid neon (27K)
temperatures. The measurements were made at the Francis Bitter
National Magnet Laboratory at MIT.

TABLE

1. Characteristics of pancake wound coils fabricated from silver sheathed
Bi-2223 superconductors.
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COILS

2X1 5X1 2X10

INNER DIA (cm)

OUTER DIA (cm)

TURNS

Ic (77K), Amps

Jc (77K), A/cm2

LENGTH OF WIRE
(meters)

2.5

3.5

10

15

7,400

2

5.0

5.8

6

44.5

8,880

5.5

2.5

6.35

65

11.5

5,750

20

Amp-tums 150 267 747


